
Law A 500: Perspectives on the Law (0-1-0)              
Winter Quarter 2017 
Lead Instructor:           Lea B. Vaughn, Prof. of Law                                                  

                                    Room 414    Phone: (206) 543-4927                                 

                                    E-mail: lvaughn@uw.edu 

Instructors:      Kim Ambrose/Senior Lecturer/Room 243/685-6806/  kambrose@uw.edu 

Gregory Hicks/Professor/Room 411/ 543-4034/  gahicks@uw.edu 

Theo Myhre/Senior Lecturer/Room 338/ 543-7914/ tmyhre@uw.edu 

Elizabeth (Liz) Porter/Asso. Professor/Room 310/  egporter@uw.edu 

                        Eric Schnapper/Professor/Room 413/616-3167/  schnapp@uw.edu 

                        Hugh Spitzer/Acting Professor/Room 421/ 685-1635/ spith@uw.edu   

  

Office Hours are posted on the doors of each faculty member listed.   

  
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  

Our legal system is a product of our culture as it develops over time. This course explores different critical 
perspectives as a method of understanding what is happening inside of common law cases in order to provide 
context for the black letter law. Students will be able to use these critical perspectives (such as legal realism, 
critical legal studies, critical race theory, feminist jurisprudence, queer theory, etc.) to create a basic framework 
for understanding the complex relationship between race, class, gender, sexuality, and the law in a manner that 
helps students to deepen their ability to represent and counsel clients from diverse backgrounds and personal 
identities.    

  

This course is a one-credit, one-quarter, required course during Winter quarter. There will be one introductory 
lecture for all students on Legal Realism.  The purpose of this lecture is to introduce the idea that each 
succeeding generation of lawyers critiques the theory and approach of the prior generation, thereby expanding 
our understanding of what the law “is” and is capable of.  Similarly, this lecture will introduce the idea of 
“internal” vs. “external” frames for analyzing law and legal doctrines.  Then, each section of the 1L class will 
have five, ninety minute seminar-style discussions facilitated by a faculty member.  There will be pre-assigned 
common readings and discussion questions for each meeting. Students will have the opportunity to build skills 
in communicating around difficult issues and in working mindfully and respectfully as an individual and as 
part of groups. The course is credit/no-credit. 
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In order to enhance student facility with these materials, there are three extracurricular support pieces offered 
by the law school, all of which are voluntary and ungraded. The first is the diversity sessions during FLS prior 
to the beginning of the academic year. The second is a lecture series offered during Autumn quarter as a 
prelude to the critical theories focused on in this course. The third is a series of follow-up “fireside chats” that 
discuss the relationship between ideas from the course and select cases studied during the 1L year. These three 
extracurricular enhancements are highly recommended.   

   

                                                                         TEXTS 

  

There is no required text or casebook for this course; rather, readings will be posted on the Canvas website for 
this course and as listed below.  The readings are found in the “Modules” section of the Canvas 
page.  Readings that begin with the letters “AR” are assigned, required readings.  The other readings are 
supplemental, and available for your exploration. 

  

  

CLASS TOPIC ASSIGNMENT 

Introductory 
Lecture 

9 January 
2017 

Legal Realism 
& the First 
Year 
Curriculum: 

Langdell vs. 
the Legal 
Realists 

Read: “Christopher Columbus Langdell: A New legal World,”  from Bernard 
Schwartz, Main Currents in American Legal Thought (1993) pp. 346-353. 

“Chapter 2: The Struggle over the Meaning of Realism” from William W. 
Fisher III, Morton J. Horwitz & Thomas A Reed, American Legal Realism 
(1993) pp. 49-75 (Includes excerpts from Karl N. Llewellyn, “A Realistic 
Jurisprudence—The Next Step” (1930), Roscoe Pound, “The Call for a Realist 
Jurisprudence” (1931), and Llewellyn, “Some Realism About Realism—
Responding to Dean Pound” (1931)). 

Discussion 
One 

Week of 
January 23, 
2017 

*Your section 
will meet 
either on 
Monday 
(1/23) or 
Wednesday 
(1/25) 

Implicit Bias 
& the Law: 
Introduction 
to Behavioral 
Realism and 
Addressing 
Implicit Bias 
within the 
Law 

Read: “Implicit Bias in the Courtroom,” Kang, Carbado, et al., UCLA Law 
Review, Vol. 59, No. 5, 2012. 

  

Rice. “How Blind Auditions Help Orchestras Eliminate Gender Bias” in The 
Guardian, Oct. 2013. https://www.theguardian.com/women-in-
leadership/2013/oct/14/blind-auditions-orchestras-gender-bias 

  

Singal. “Psychology’s Favorite Tool for Measuring Racism Isn’t Up to the 
Job,” in NYMAG.COM, 11 Jan. 2017. 
http://nymag.com/scienceofus/2017/01/psychologys-racism-measuring-tool-
isnt-up-to-the-job.html 
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Discussion 
Two 

Week of 
February 6, 
2017 

(Feb. 6 or 8) 

Race & the 
Law: 
Introduction 
to Critical 
Race Theory 

White, “The Language of Race” in The Legal Imagination (1973) 

Skim, Jim Crow Laws 

Critical Race Theory: An Introduction, Second Edition, Richard Delgado and 
Jean Stefancic (Critical America, 2012) (excerpts). 

P. Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights (excerpts)(Harvard, 1991) 

Bell, “After We’re Gone” and Olivas, “The Chronicles, My Grandfather’s 
Stories and Immigration Law” in Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge (2d 
Ed.) 

Frickey et al., “The Story of the Civil Rights Act, “ in Cases and Materials on 
Statutory Interpretation (2012) 

Discussion 
Three 

Week of 
February 13, 
2017 

(Feb. 13 or 
15) 

Socio-
Economic 
Class & the 
Law: 
Introduction 
to Class 
Critiques and 
Poverty Law 
Issues 

Brookings Institute, “The Multiple Dimensions of Poverty” 
https://www.brookings.edu/interactives/five-evils-multidimensional-poverty-
and-race-in-america/ 
Brookings Institute, Podcast, “The Plight of Low-Income White Americans,” 
https://www.brookings.edu/podcast-episode/the-plight-of-low-income-white-
americans/  
United for a Fair Economy, “State of the Dream,” (2012)[esp. Sections 1 and 2] 
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/ufe/pages/2153/attachments/original/144
2675170/State_of_the_Dream_2012.pdf?1442675170 
Politizane, “Wealth Inequality in America” (2012)[6 minutes] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPKKQnijnsM 

Angela Harris, "From Stonewall to the Suburbs" - 14 Wm. & Mary Bill of Rts. 
J. 1539 (2006)  [Section I (18 pages) and Section II.A (6 pages)] 

Discussion 
Four 

Week of 
February 27, 
2017 

(Feb. 27 or 
March 1) 

Gender & the 
Law:  Introdu
ction to 
Feminist 
Jurisprudence 

  

Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 Stan. L. 
Rev. 581 (1990) 

  

Lucinda M. Finley, Transcending Equality Theory: A Way Out of the Maternity 
and the Workplace Divide, 86 Colum. L. Rev. 1118 (1986) 

  

Catharine MacKinnon, In Their Hands: Restoring Institutional Liability for 
Sexual Harassment in Education, 125 Yale L.J. 2038 (2016) 

Discussion 
Five 

Week of 
March 6, 
2017 

(March 6 or 
8) 

Sexuality & 
the Law: 
Introduction 
to Queer 
Legal Studies 
and LGBTQ 
Issues within 
the Law 

National Geographic, The Gender Issue – Definitions (2017) 

  

TBD 
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COURSE GOALS 

 The goals of the course are to: 

 Understand various external critical views used to examine case law and our legal system. 

1. Understand how issues of race, issues of gender and other social justice issues impact and shape the law. 
2. Analyze how courts and legislatures have dealt with social justice issues arising from various social 

contexts over time. 
3. Learn tools for engaging in on-going conversations about privilege, power and equity by developing 

shared definitions of systems of privilege and oppression in the law. 
4. Analyze and critique the law as a tool for achieving justice, equity and social change, particularly with 

respect to racial justice. 
5. Reflect on one’s own identity and areas of privilege/oppression for purposes of professional development 

and client counseling. 
6. Gain skills in articulating legal and non-legal arguments and actively listening to others’ viewpoints. 

  

EVALUATION 

  

All grades will be given in accordance with the system in use at the law school. This course will be graded on a 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT basis.  To earn credit, you must participate in discussion groups, and submit response 
essays for each discussion topic. Your instructor may have particular directions for structuring discussions that 
may require some additional preparation for a class session. 

  

Participation: Instructors will be providing discussion focus questions before each section 
meeting.  Regardless, each person in the class is responsible for participating – both in asking questions of one 
another and engaging in thoughtful discussion of the readings.  Because instructional approaches vary so 
much, each instructor will explain to you how discussions will be structured in your section.  We all, however, 
wish this to be a graduate level seminar-like experience. 

One of the most important parts of a lawyer’s job is an ability to articulate and discuss important legal issues 
and doctrines with one’s colleagues and clients.  The classroom is the laboratory for developing this skill, and 
you will receive credit for participation which demonstrates preparation and mastery of the assigned 
materials.  This is not an exercise in quantity, but in quality.  Moreover, lawyers also need to develop the 
ability to ask insightful questions about legal doctrines and policies.  These conversations are always carried on 
in an atmosphere of civility and respect for the views of others. Discussion about issues of differing 
perspectives, race, gender, personal identity, etc. can be uncomfortable, but thoughtful engagement on these 
issues will be required to receive participation credit. You may be called on in class, not to make you 
uncomfortable, but to ensure everyone has the opportunity to actively participate and to recognize every 
student has something important to contribute. You should strive to be prepared for class so you can comment 
thoughtfully on the material. You should listen carefully to others and engage in responsive discussion. Try to 
acknowledge different viewpoints and connect what you are learning over the course of the quarter by 
referencing back to earlier topics or to relevant topics. 

  



Response Essays: You will submit three response essays over the course of Winter quarter on CANVAS. 
These essays are to be submitted BEFORE a class session, so you must submit a reflection for three of the five 
small group sessions.  The response must be submitted before a class meeting; you cannot submit all three 
responses at the end of the quarter or in any other cumulative fashion.  

Reflection is a critical professional skill for lawyers. Responses should reflect on the class discussion of your 
choice during the preceding weeks – not just on the material itself but also on your own ability to understand 
the material and the quality of your participation in the classroom discussion. An excellent response essay will 
not just repeat what was said in class or the readings, but will demonstrate that the student gained a deeper or 
new understanding of an issue and will apply this knowledge to future classroom discussions, and/or their 
professional and/or personal identities. An excellent response essay may also reflect on the skills the student 
utilized in the classroom discussion (e.g. listening, presenting different viewpoints, etc.) and whether they were 
effective and how they might be improved upon. 

  

Format: Each student must submit THREE essays over the course of the quarter.  Each essay should be no 
more than 500 – 600 words, double-spaced.  You may choose to focus on all of the readings for a session, or to 
focus on one particular reading.  Your response should show your mastery of the reading and a willingness to 
engage in critical reflection and thought.  Of course, organization, correct grammar and spelling, etc. are 
expected as with any other legal work product. 

Due dates:  Response essays are due on Sunday at noon for Monday sections and at Tuesday at noon for 
Wednesday sections. If you should miss the due date and time, you must wait until the next session of the class 
to submit a response.  Failure to submit responses may endanger your credit for this class.  If you are having 
problems completing your assignments in a timely fashion, please consult your faculty member ahead of 
time.    

  

OFFICE HOURS and ACCESS TO INSTRUCTORS 

  

All instructors will post availability next to their office door during the first week of the Winter quarter. You 
are welcome to see us about questions that arise in class or to discuss assignments.  Additionally, each section 
will be put on an e-mail list.  Please feel free to write instructors with your questions.  To the extent questions 
and answers would be of value to the entire class, they may be posted it to the entire class unless students ask 
me not to. Similarly, there will be a CANVAS website for the course.  At the discretion of the instructor, there 
also may be a CANVAS discussion page. 

ACCESS AND ACCOMMODATIONS 

  

Your experience in this class is important. If you have already established accommodations with Disability 
Resources for Students (DRS), please communicate your approved accommodations to your instructor at your 
earliest convenience so we can discuss your needs. If you have not yet established services through DRS, but 
have a temporary health condition or permanent disability that requires accommodations (conditions include 
but not limited to; mental health, attention-related, learning, vision, hearing, physical or health impacts), you 
are welcome to contact DRS at 011 Mary Gates Hall or 206-543-8924 or uwdrs@uw.edu or 
disability.uw.edu.  (Links to an external site.) DRS offers resources and coordinates reasonable 
accommodations for students with disabilities and/or temporary health conditions.  Reasonable 
accommodations are established through an interactive process between you, your instructor(s) and DRS.  It is 
the policy and practice of the University of Washington to create inclusive and accessible learning 
environments consistent with federal and state law. 
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DIVERSITY 

  

We all bring different experiences, abilities, backgrounds, and perspectives to our work as legal 
professionals.  Understanding the differences and similarities that exist in the complex interrelationships 
between diverse personal identities enhances our ability to fully engage in the process of professional 
formation and to provide deeper service to the law school, our communities, and our clients.  

Standard categories of gender, age, race, ethnicity, socio-economic class, religion, sexual orientation, linguistic 
abilities, country of origin, marital status, or personal beliefs provide us with an effective way to initially 
understand diversity.   But diversity in the classroom does not stop there.  People tend to hold multiple 
“categories” simultaneously.  Personal identities also tend to grow ever more complex and subtle with time 
and experience.  The faculty encourage students to be fully present to their educational process and to view this 
course as a supportive environment that seeks to explore difficult questions in productive ways, often based on 
the willingness of students to share who they are and respectfully work together to explore relevant differences 
and similarities.  Mastering an understanding of different perspectives is a fundamental skill that is highly 
useful and enhancing to legal practitioners. 
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